
2024 MAP Tennis UTR Tournament Slate 

Starting in April we will host monthly tournaments, one for Boys and one for Girls, for 8 months.  In 
December, we will host an invitational tournament that will be based on the top point winners/UTR 
from the previous 8 tournaments. Information and sign ups will be on MAP Tennis on the UTR website.


Format is “Fast 4” Regular scoring (7 pt. Set tie-break at 4-4) 10 pt tie break for the 3rd set.


The following point system that we will use during the slate of tournaments has nothing to do with the 
UTR but will make for a fun and competitive 9 months. Scores will be reported to UTR for each match 
played during the tournaments.  The Point system will determine overall winners and invitations into 
the December Tournament. Points will be awarded per tournament and the types of draws that we will 
use will be based on the number of entries and the players UTR. Below is the criteria and draw system 
we will use to determine eligibility for the invitational Tournament.  Players will receive their invitations 
for the December Tournament after the last regular Tournament in November.  


8 player compass draw	 E-East, N-North, W-West, S-South, F-Finalist

	 	 	 	 Winner/pts 	 E/4	 N/3	 W/2	 S/1	 

	 	 	 	 Finalist/pts	 	 E,N,W,S /.5


6 player Round Robin for placement Group A (3 players) B (3players)

	 Based on placement	 1v1	 winner 4	 finalist 1

	 after Round Robin	 2v2	 winner 3	 finalist .5

	 	 	 	 3v3	 winner 2	 finalist .5


4 player Round Robin, 1 match against everyone

	 	 	 	 Winner 4

	 	 	 	 2nd 	 3

	 	 	 	 3rd	 2

	 	 	 	 4th	 1


Draws will consist of an even number of entries. The lowest UTR will be dropped if there is an odd 
number of entries. This is a list of the entries that we will use.


UTR high to low, Group A will be the Higher UTR and Group C will be the lower UTR	 

	 	 	 

Players	 	 A	 B	 C

24 max.,	 	 8	 8	 8	 *these examples are ideal and could be changed.

22	 	 	 8	 8	 6 	 

20	 	 	 8	 6	 4

18	 	 	 8	 4	 4	 ie. this could look like 6, 4, 6 depending on level.

16	 	 	 8	 8

14	 	 	 8	 6

12	 	 	 8	 4	 	 ie. this could look like 4, 4, 4 depending on level.

10	 	 	 6	 4

8	 	 	 8

6	 	 	 6

4	 	 	 4


We will do all that we can to make sure each draw is competitive. I know from experience that the 
players will get at least 1 match that is very competitive and 1 that will be challenging. We are looking 
forward to all of the players getting in some great matches and having a great time competing.


“The best thing in the world is to play tennis and win and the second best thing in the world is to play 
tennis and lose” -Jimmy Connors


